Empowering businesses, groups &
individuals by connecting the dots
to create a blueprint for success!

Become that person that others are compelled to follow
With an undergraduate degree in
Psychology, post graduate work in
business, certification as both a
behavioral analyst, a growth curve
specialist and hermany years of
experience in business ownership Sue’s
clients have access to a broad and fresh
perspective on issues facing the
workforce and its’ leaders.
Sue consults with the profit and
nonprofit sectors; shaping and training
boards, teaching principles that build
better teams and develop influential
leaders. Sue’s areas of special interest
and expertise include communication,
conflict and confrontation, team
dynamics and leadership development.
She guides leaders through the strategic
planning process to reinforce the
importance of the plan, the vision and
implementation.
Nothing is more worthy, demanding,
frustrating and gratifying than

contributing to the health and longevity of
an organization than serving as a board
member. Sue has experienced it personally
and now leverages the knowledge gained by
consulting with and advising a variety of
boards and leaders.
Sue works with all sectors of the business
community in a variety of settings. She
recognizes that communication, behavioral
strengths, limitations and conflict are
universal obstacles that affect even the best
of organizations. Sue has the ability to
identify the roadblocks and work with the
team or individual to develop successful
strategies and tactics for a solution. Sue’s
style is unique – her humor, her direct
style and her willingness to laugh at herself
allow her to break through barriers to
connect with her audience.
Whether Sue is coaching an emerging
leader, or helping a CEO see the benefit of
investing in their people, Sue brings a level
of passion and enthusiasm to her work.

Give Sue a call and let’s get it booked!
www.SueSpeaks.com

sue@suespeaks.com

(970) 209-0239

